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For the sake of distinctness, it may be well to bring'oat more defi
nitely the points embraced In this statement. 

Church history rests upon a broad basis of faeta~ given in the Reve-
lation on which it repos in th urse of its history Thi' 

of' the ecience. 
ese facta are to they occurred, 

grouped aroun hs in which th 
and re1ations have undergone 

Sac!h points and divergence 
pie, the age of Constantine and the Reformation. This would give 
us the real historic course and main epochs of the history. 

Here, then, we have a series of events, comprising the great and 
decisive interests of the human race. The inquiry next suggested is, 
what are the principles and laws upon which this development haa 

what are th • 'lee, and what is 
? The proxima w, are unquestio 

d feelings of th vents. But the 
are determined caoses, inheren 
e institutions in 'ch they live an 

in determining eral causes, Chn 
phy runs counter to all naturalistic or pantheistic schemes. The lat
ter find them in an impersonal reason, in universal ideM, in human 
interests or rights, in abstract laws, in social impulses. The former 
refers them ultimately to the purpose of God, to a real personal 
Providence, to an Incarnate Redeemer, to the living agencies in a 

kingdom. The m, to be from 
reason; the one s 
advance in hu 
ost concede the 

manifestation of 
he latter equaU 
of the church an 

tries to explat without God, or 
s in1iuences, and 'ng the reality 

which centre in this kingdom. Christian philosophy does not deny 
that men are animated by ideas of justice and freedom, by political 
and social rights, for this were unwise and contrary to fact, but it 
says that the facta of history are not fully and rationally explained 
by them alone, that they demand more than this. It does not· deny 

ere is in history uses, some good 
IlaYS that the ov ave been for g 
h the church of olly through the 
It claims that t chorch history, 

to be a part of cannot be ration 

, 






































